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Colorectal Cancer Risk Factors

• Age

• Family History/Familial syndromes

• History of colon cancer/colonic polyps

• Obesity/dietary factors

• Smoking

• Alcohol consumption

• Long-standing inflammatory bowel diseases



We always think about family history but …

Hereditary Sindromes >>> Familial >> Sporadic



Hereditary vs. Familial

• In Hereditary, a genetic mutation is the cause of the 

disease

• Dominant

• Recessive

• In Familial, there could be an underlying common risk

factor within the family pre-disposing to the disease



Family History and CRC

• Approx. 5% of the western world population has a 
positive family history of CRC.

• Some will have just one relative with CRC diagnosed
at an older age, whereas others may have two or 
more relatives diagnosed before age 50 years. 

• One first-degree relative → 2-fold higher risk of CRC 
Two or more relatives→ a 4 to 6-fold increased risk, 
independent of age at diagnosis

Ramsey SD et al. Genet Med 2006;8:571 – 5.
Hakama M. Lancet 2006;368:101 – 3.

Butterworth AR et al. Eur J Cancer 2006;42:216 – 27.



Genetic risk of CRC and main players in genetic predispositions

Sporadic 

Familial

Inherited predispositions

Stoffel, Gastreonterology, 2020



Familial Cancer

Van Leerdam et al. GIE 2019

• RR among cohort studies of 1.67 (95%CI 1.52 – 1.82) and a pooled RR among case–control 
studies of 2.22 (95%CI 2.00 – 2.48) in the presence of at least one FDR with CRC

• Higher pooled RR was found in the presence of two or more FDRs, with pooled RRs of CRC of 
2.40 (cohort) and 2.81 (case–control)

• When CRC was diagnosed before the age of 50 years in an FDR, the pooled RRs were 3.26 
(95%CI 2.82 – 3.77; cohort) and 3.57 (95%CI 1.07 – 11.85; case–control)

Roos VH, et al Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019:



Familial Cancer

Van Leerdam et al. GIE 2019

• Hemminki reported in a large prospective cohort a SIR of 2.01 (95%CI 1.71 – 2.33) for individuals
aged 40 – 49 years at diagnosis, with at least one affected FDR with CRC, compared with an SIR 
of 1.18 (95 %CI 0.99 – 1.39) for individuals over 50 years at diagnosis

Hemminki K, et al. Int J Cancer 2001; 94: 743–748



Familial Cancer

Van Leerdam et al. GIE 2019

• Brenner et al found that the odds ratio (OR) for developing CRC for individuals with at least one
FDR with CRC was 0.66 (95%CI 0.27 – 1.58) within 5 – 9 years after a negative colonoscopy and 
0.47 (95 %CI 0.14 – 1.59) more than 10 years after a negative colonoscopy

• Samadder et al. found that in individuals with at least one FDR with CRC this risk reduction only
extends until 5 years after a negative colonoscopy

Brenner H et al. J Clin Oncol 2011; 29: 3761–3767

Samadder NJ et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2017; 112: 1439–1447



ACG Guidelines CRC screening

Am J Gastroenterol 2021;116:458–479



Cancer risk for LS mutation carriers

Giardiello F et al. Gastroenterology 2014



Advanced Adenoma CRC

Mean±SD (range) 33.0±16.2 (12-56) 35.2±22.3 (7-96)

CGH 2011;9;340-345

Dwell time of advanced adenomas and CRC 
in LS



Lynch Syndrome Guidelines

Van Leerdam et al. GIE 2019



Incidence of cancers in relation to genotype

Moller P et al. GUT 2018



Lynch Syndrome Guidelines

Van Leerdam et al. GIE 2019

• No randomized controlled trials for surveillance in LS mutation carriers →

therefore retrospective or prospective observational studies only that indirectly

compare rates of post-colonoscopy CRC and their stage distribution with different

surveillance intervals. 

• No data on colonoscopy quality in the studies comparing different surveillance

intervals



Colorectal Cancer Incidence or Stage at Detection by 
Colonoscopy Among 3 Countries With Different Lynch 

Syndrome Surveillance Policies

Engel et al. Gastroenterology 2018

• Data from 16,327 colonoscopies (conducted from 1984 through 2015) of 
2747 patients with Lynch syndrome (pathogenic variants in the MLH1, 
MSH2, or MSH6 genes) 

• 23,309 person-years of cumulative observation time. 
• Time from the index colonoscopy to incident CRC or adenoma
• Colonoscopies performed 1-2 or 3-yearly
• No significant differences in cumulative CRC incidence or CRC stage at

detection among countries.
• There was no significant association between CRC stage and time since

last colonoscopy.



BJS, 2021, 108, 484–498 

European guidelines from the EHTG and ESCP for Lynch syndrome



Hassan et al. GIE 2020
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Hereditary gastrointestinal polyposis syndromes

Van Leerdam et al. GIE 2019



Van Leerdam et al. , Endoscopy 2019 

Hereditary gastrointestinal polyposis syndromes



UC– ECCO guidelines

• Longstanding colitis increases the risk of developing colon cancer. 

• Population based studies have shown that this is less than previously thought, 

and mainly limited to sub-groups (e.g. onset before adulthood; duration> 10y; 

concomitant PSC). 

• Histologic or macroscopic pancolitis carries the highest risk, with no increased risk for 

patients with proctitis. 

• Disease activity, post-inflammatory polyps and possibly a family history of CRC are 

additional risk factors. 

• Colonoscopy can be considered in all patients with at least distal colitis 8 years following 

symptom onset, but annually at any time point following diagnosis of PSC

http://www.e-guide.ecco-ibd.eu/interventions-investigational/colorectal-carcinoma-surveillance



UC– ECCO guidelines
5-yearly colonoscopy : 
• Colitis affecting less than 50% of the colon surface area 
• Extensive colitis with mild endoscopic or histological active inflammation

3-yearly colonoscopy : 
• Post-inflammatory polyps
• Colorectal cancer in a first-degree relative older than 50 years
• Extensive colitis with moderate or severe endoscopic or histological inflammation

Annual colonoscopy
• Stricture within the past 5 years
• Dysplasia within the past 5 years in a patient who declines surgery 
• PSC (including post-orthotopic liver transplant) from time of diagnosis of PSC 
• Colorectal cancer in a first-degree relative younger than 50 years

Pan-colonic chromoendoscopy (e.g. 0.1% indigo-carmine solution) should be undertaken, with 
targeted biopsies of any lesion and 2 biopsies taken each 10 cm to assess disease activity and 
extent. If only white light colonoscopy is performed, 4 biopsies should be taken every 10 cm 
although this is clearly an inferior surveillance strategy. Polypectomy depends on type of lesion. 

http://www.e-guide.ecco-ibd.eu/interventions-investigational/colorectal-carcinoma-surveillance



Trends in Colorectal Cancer Incidence across five 

continents

Siegel RL, et al. Gut 2019;68:2179–2185



Sinicrope FA, NEJM 2022

Factors influencing EO CRC



Li et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2021;116:2173–2183.

Association of Body Mass Index With Risk of Early-Onset Colorectal Cancer: 

Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 



Patel S et al Gastroenterology 2022



Colussi D et al. UEG Journal  (2018)

Obesity and Risk of High-risk adenomas







Conclusions

• Risk-based screening strategies are defined by Scientific 
Societies for: 
– Familial CRC 
– Lynch Syndrome
– Hereditary polyposis
– IBD 

• US average risk population is at «higher risk» →
screening lowered to 45 yrs

• Need more data for risk stratification approaches for 
CRC screening in average risk population


